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HOW TO ORDER
FRAMES

All Frames are Priced
in Pairs and ordered

in the overall dimension
of your frame.

1. Calculating Frame Dimensions:
Order your frames the size of the outer
edge of your artwork or glass to the
nearest 1/8." We cut frames 1/8" larger
than specified for ease of assembly.

2. Placing Your Order: Please give
your salesperson the overall
dimensions of your frame, (for example,
18" x 24").

3. Wood Frame Cuts: Each frame is
custom-cut and the corners of both
pairs are routed as a unit. This ensures
precisely mitered corners, equal and
matching routed grooves, and a close
match of color stock.

4. Frame Hardware: Our metal
frames come with all the necessary
hardware except picture wire. Wood
frames come with the Thumbnail® corner
system. You’ll need wood glue to bond
the corner joint, a method of securing
your artwork in the frame, frame
hangers, and picture wire.

5. Frame Sizes: Due to the nature of
our cutting equipment, the minimum
frame length we cut is 6". We will cut
frames up to 96".

6. For artwork on stretched canvas
or linen—measure the overall height
and width from the outside edges. You
must include the size added by the
stretched canvas wrapped onto the sides
of your stretcher bars. Pay special
attention to the canvas folded at the
corners. Make sure the profile you select
is deep enough to fully cover the sides of
the artwork.

7. Frame orders require two business
days for completion prior to shipping.

NEW DANIEL SMITH
Arthaus Frames
by Nielsen

Style
117

Graphite 165 030 006
German Silver 165 030 002
Matte Black 165 030 001
Antique Gold 165 030 003
Anodic Black 165 030 004
Frosted Silver 165 030 005

Price Per Pair

6" to 10" $4.80
11" $5.28
12" $5.76
13" $6.24
14" $6.72
15" $7.20
16" $7.68
17" $8.16
18" $8.64
19" $9.12
20" $9.60

Price Per Pair Inch
21"+* $.48
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* For EACH pair inch over 20"

multiply additional inches by price shown
and add to the 20" price.
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Metal
Frames 95
by Nielsen

Style
95

Graphite 165 060 004
German Silver 165 060 003
Matte Black 165 060 005
Antique Gold 165 060 001

Price Per Pair

6" to 10" $3.20
11" $3.52
12" $3.84
13" $4.16
14" $4.48
15" $4.80
16" $5.12
17" $5.44
18" $5.76
19" $6.08
20" $6.40

Price Per Pair Inch
21"+* $.32

M E T A L  F R A M E S

Style 95 is deep enough to accommodate canvases
stretched on standard stretcher strips. This versatile modern
profile has a wide face and squared edges. The first four
colors have a smooth, matte anodized finish. Brite Black-
Brushed has a lightly-textured finish which suggests a straight,
subtle wood grain.
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The frame that reflects today’s
design trends. Sharp, simple lines.
Painstaking attention to detail.
Nothing superfluous. In short, the
perfect frame to accentuate your
posters, prints, photographs and
other artwork. Made of strong,
perfectly finished extruded
aluminum, the
frame has a
dramatic deeper
profile to accom-
modate different
matting styles and
smooth sides for a
completely clean
appearance.
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Artwork by our customers, from left—“Zen Thoughts III” by Donna Watson.
“Still Life #1” by Carolyn Ellingson. “Virginia #4” by Lyall F. Harris.


